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EAST TEXAS HISTORICAL JOURNAL
BOOK REVIEWS
Pool, Eugene C. Barker: Historian, by Ralph W. Steen.
Duff et. a1., Rupert N. Richardson: The Man and Hi~ Works. by Jerry M. Self.
POUltOD. The Historian's Handbook: A Descriptive Guide to Reference Works,
by Carolyn Koch.
Rountree et. al., The Hereditary Register of the United States of America 1972,
by Carolyn Reeves Ericson.
Galvin, The First Spanish Entry Into San Francisco Bay, 1775, by Viva L. Rainey.
Quirk, Mexico, by Thomas Schoonover.
Garrett & Yielding, The Presidents of Mexican Texas, 1824-1836, by Janet L.
Jelen.
Wislizenus, A Tour to Northern Mexico, 1846-1847, by Stanley R. Ross.
Braddy. Mexico and the Old Southwest, People, Palaver, and Places, by Edward
Hake Phillips.
Hamilton, Goliad Survivor: Isaac D. Hamilton, by Ronald C. Ellison.
King. Victorian lAdy on the Texas Frontier: The Journal of Ann Raney Cole-
man, by Donald E. Green.
King, Louis T. Wigfall: Southern Fire-Eater, by Herman Hattaway.
Connor. Dear America: Some Letters of Orange Cicero and Mary America, by
Robert W. Glover.
Fowler, The Black Infantry in the West, 1869-1891, by Harwood P. Hinton.
Russell, The Diamond Bessie Murder and the Rothschild Trials, by Hubert H.
Humphreys.
Davidson, Stealing Stick, by Francis Edward Abernethy.
Allen. Cowboy Lore, by Bill C. Malone.
Proctor, Sculptor in Buckskin: An Autobiography, by Robert E. Zeigler.
Mohler & Johnson, Wiley Post, His Winnie Mae, and the World's First Pressure
Suit. by Charles C. Alexander.
Conn, Preston Smith: The Making of a Texas Governor, by Numan V. Bartley.
Banks, Money, Marbles and Chalk, by Irving Dawson.
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